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A B S T R A C T   

This paper presents a new stepwise approach to design a medium-temperature solar parabolic trough collector 
with a secondary reflector, which is the fastest growing technology among concentrated solar power technology. 
The goal of the design is to have a homogeneous concentrated solar flux distribution with maximal output power 
over the receiver tube. Tonatiuh, a Monte Carlo ray-tracing based optical simulation software, has been used to 
conduct the ray-tracing analysis of the secondary reflector. Response surface methodology has been used to 
examine and select the desirable configuration of the solar collector system, and the findings have been analysed 
using the analysis of variance. It is found that the use of secondary reflector improves the uniformity of heat flux 
distribution to 0.58, whereas it is 1.0836 for the solar collector without the secondary reflector. For a target 
output power of 5.5 kW, the most attractive configuration has a maximum desirability value of 0.974. The 
computational fluid dynamics analysis has been performed in the configuration with better uniform heat flux and 
the collector without a secondary reflector, using the flux distribution acquired from the ray-tracing analysis. 
Results show that the use of secondary reflector significantly reduces the thermal gradient, and the heat flux 
distribution is found to be homogenous. By determining configurations with the best heat flux distribution 
against a specific output power, the approach provided in this paper lays the groundwork for future research on 
the design of parabolic trough solar collector systems with secondary reflectors.   

1. Introduction 

Solar thermal energy conversion systems are now regarded as one of 
the most promising future power generation alternatives to fossil fuel 
power plants, which emit greenhouse gases and contribute to global 
warming. Parabolic Trough Collectors (PTCs) are the proven solar col-
lector technology for medium temperature applications, i.e. up to 400 ◦C 
[1,2,3,4]. The parabolic trough reflector and receiver tube are the two 
critical components of conventional PTCs based on Concentrated Solar 
Power (CSP) technology [5], as illustrated in Fig. 1. In conventional 
PTCs, solar radiation is concentrated on the lower periphery of the 
receiver tubes, while the remainder of the surface receives direct solar 
radiation. This results in a non-uniform distribution of heat flux around 
the receiver tube’s circumference [6,7,8]. 

The non-uniform heat flux distribution in the parabolic trough 
receiver poses significant challenges to the performance of the PTCs. 
These include the following: (i) the non-uniform heat flux distribution 
around the absorber wall causes the receiver to deflect away from the 

parabolic trough’s focal axis, lowering the system’s optical efficiency 
[9]. (ii) the local peak temperature caused by the non-uniform heat flux 
may deteriorate the spectral selective coating on the evacuated absorber 
tube surface, lowering the spectral concentration and increasing heat 
and vacuum loss due to hydrogen permeation. Thus, it is obvious that 
the non-uniform distribution of heat flux should be kept below safe 
levels to ensure a long service life for the receiver tube. Despite the fact 
that numerous investigations were conducted, the majority of heat 
transfer investigations on the receiver tubes presented overlooked the 
effects of uneven heat distribution on the heating element’s surface. 
They presupposed a uniform distribution of heat flux around the 
absorber tube surface [10,11,12]. Solar heat flux distributions over the 
PTC receiver tubes, which are non-uniform, are rarely investigated. 
Many studies carried out based on the Monte Carlo ray tracing (MCRT) 
technique revealed that the heat flux on the receiver tube of a PTC is 
highly non-uniform. The most important investigations are the in-
vestigations of Kulahli et al. [13], Wang et al. [14], and Zou et al. [15]. 
Mitigating non-uniformity in concentrated flux distributions is a critical 
area of research in which researchers are particularly interested. 
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Literature reveals the use of various heat transfer enhancement 
technologies to control the non-uniform heat flux distribution in the 
receiver tube of PTCs [16,17,18]. Many of these concepts, such as 
modified absorber geometry and objects inside the flow such as dimples, 
inserts, fins, and protrusions, have enhanced the temperature gradient 
over the receiver tube surface. Ghasemi and Ranjbar [19] tried porous 
rings to improve heat transfer in the receiver tube. They found that the 
porous ring receiver tube’s heat transfer characteristics were higher than 
the porous fin and solid fin receivers. Other studies about the thermal 
performance of partially [20] and fully filled porous media [21] in 
receiver tubes also demonstrated that the temperature gradient could be 
minimised considerably by using the porous media. 

On the other hand, researchers have recently investigated a sec-
ondary reflector as part of PTC assembly, which enhances the collector’s 
optical efficiency by distributing the flux around the receiver with 
maximum total heat. This configuration increases the collector’s optical 
efficiency by balancing the flux distribution around the receiver with the 
highest total heat output [22,23]. One of the most notable benefits of 
this approach is that it does not affect the flow, whereas other techniques 

impose the flow pressure drop, which leads to pumping power penalty. 
The studies demonstrate that using a secondary reflector in the PTC 
reduces the end losses and increases the concentration ratio [24,25]. 
Abdelhamid et al. [26] investigated a PTC with a compound parabolic 
booster reflector and reported an outlet temperature of 638 K. Wang 
et al. [9] conducted a study on secondary reflectors and reported that the 
use of secondary reflector improves the temperature uniformity across 
the receiver circumference with 4% reduction in collector efficiency. 

Rodriguez and Rosengarten [27] investigated flat plate secondary 
reflectors for PTCs with longer focal lengths and an 80◦ rim angle. They 
found that the collector’s concentration ratio increased by approxi-
mately 80%. Minaeian et al. [28] numerically investigated and opti-
mised various geometric parameters of secondary reflectors in terms of 
flux density and flux uniformity. They compared optical properties of 
circular, flat, few segmented, and parabolic secondary reflectors. They 
proved that a few flat segmented collectors could boost heat flux to 
87.9%, while parabolic secondary reflectors provided the best flux 
uniformity. Bellos and Tzivandis [23] proposed a vertical booster 
reflector mounted on the longitudinal edge of the trough to reduce end 

Nomenclature 

Cp Specific heat capacity, (J/kg⋅K) 
D Diameter of the receiver tube (m) 
fp Focal length of the primary collector (m) 
fs Focal length of the secondary reflector (m) 
f’ Distance to receiver centre from the focal point (m) 
Gk Production rate of k (kg/m⋅s3) 
Gε Production term in ε equation (kg/m⋅s4) 
gi Gravitational acceleration (m/s2) 
k Turbulence kinetic energy (m2/s2) 
L Length of the collector (m) 
ST Energy source term (W/m3) 
Sk, Sε User-defined source terms 
T Temperature (K) 
t Time (s) 
u Velocity in x direction (m/s) 
Wa Aperture width of the primary collector (m) 
Wp Half aperture of the primary reflector (m) 
Ws Half-width of the secondary reflector (m) 
W_s Width of the secondary reflector (m) 
Yk Contribution of fluctuating dilatation (kg/m⋅s3) 
Yε Destruction term of turbulent dissipation (kg/m⋅s4) 

Greek symbols 
θ Radial angular displacement (mrad) 
λ Thermal conductivity (W/m⋅K) 
ρ Density (Kg/m3) 
μ Dynamic viscosity (kg/m⋅s) 
μt Turbulent viscosity (kg/m⋅s) 
ε Turbulent dissipation rate (J/kg⋅s) 
ϕrp Rim angle of the primary collector (◦) 
ϕrs Rim angle of secondary collector (◦) 
γ Function of circumsolar radiation 
χ Function of circumsolar radiation 
δij Intermolecular distance 
σ Surface tension (kg/m) 
σk Turbulent Prandtl number for k 
σε Turbulent Prandtl number for ε 

Abbreviations 
CCD Central Composite Design 
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 
CSP Concentrated Solar Power 
DoE Design of Experiments 
HTF Heat Transfer Fluid 
PTC Parabolic Trough Collector 
RSM Response Surface Methodology  

Fig. 1. Schematic of a conventional parabolic trough collector.  
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losses and make use of the additional irradiation that falls directly on it. 
Tang et al. [29] presented a theoretical design aspect of a segmented 
broken-line mirror type secondary reflector for PTCs. The edge ray and 
stepwise flux compensation strategy were used to balance the heat flux 
by adjusting the position of the receiver. Hack, Zhu, and Wendelin [30] 
proposed a novel adaptive approach for optimising the shape of sec-
ondary reflector, and the resulting design outperforms other secondary 
reflector designs. Balaji et al. [31] carried out an optical analysis of a 
parabolic and an involute secondary reflector used in a linear Fresnel 
collector. They discovered that the parabolic profile had a 2.83% in-
crease in optical efficiency over the involute reflector. Bharti et al. [22] 
investigated a parabolic secondary reflector experimentally and 
observed an increase in the working fluid outlet temperature. The results 
indicated that a parabolic secondary reflector increased the maximum 
thermal efficiency of a PTC by 6.5% over a PTC without a secondary 
reflector. 

The literature review indicates that further investigation of the use of 
a secondary reflector to homogenise the heat flux distribution over the 
receiver tube is necessary to improve the system’s performance. The 
position of the receiver tube with respect to the primary collector’s focal 
axis, as well as the position and size of the parabolic secondary reflector, 
are the most critical parameters affecting the optical and thermal per-
formance of these PTCs. Without careful design, the use of a secondary 
reflector can result in a more severe non-uniform heat flux distribution 
than a conventional collector and even structural failure of the receiver 
tube. This demonstrates the critical nature of a properly designed 
parabolic trough collector with a secondary reflector for the solar col-
lector’s reliability and long service life. The effect of receiver tube po-
sition and secondary reflector width on heat flux distribution is analysed 
in this study, and the optimal values for a targeted output power are 
proposed. This paper also discusses the characteristics and models of 
MCRT, as well as the models and assumptions used in the Design of 
Experiment (DoE) and Response Surface Methodology (RSM). Addi-
tionally, a numerical analysis using Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) is performed to determine the effect of the improved heat flux 
distribution on the temperature field of the receiver tube wall and the 
heat transfer fluid (HTF). This article proposes a detailed new design 
approach for a PTC that incorporates a secondary parabolic reflector for 
homogenising the concentrated solar flux distribution on the receiver 
tube in order to achieve a uniform flux distribution with the desired total 
output power. 

2. Methodology 

The optimal configuration of a PTC with a secondary reflector is 
designed in two stages. MCRT analysis is performed during the first 
phase to study the flux distribution around the receiver tube surface and 
predict the power output for various configurations considered. The 
design points for the PTC configurations are developed using a classical 
DoE approach based on central composite design (CCD). The MCRT- 
based optical simulation software, Tonatiuh is used for ray-tracing 
analysis. In the second phase, response surface methodology (RSM) is 
used to investigate the effect of the receiver tube and a secondary 
reflector configuration on the power output and heat flux distribution of 
the PTC system. The ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) procedure is used to 
determine the significance and adequacy of the mathematical models 
developed by RSM to describe the relationship between PTC system 
parameters and outputs. Additionally, a random ray-tracing analysis is 
performed to validate the MCRT and DoE results. Furthermore, a 
desirability functional analysis is performed to determine the system’s 
optimal configuration for optimum heat flux uniformity without 
compromising the total power. The temperature distribution across the 
HTF and the pipe is evaluated using ANSYS Fluent 2020 R1. The study 
compares PTC without a secondary reflector to PTC with the most 
desirable parameters. The addition of a secondary reflector results in a 
shadowing effect, which may have an effect on the heat transfer fluid’s 

temperature. As a result, the average temperature of the fluid, absorber 
surface temperature uniformity and thermal efficiency is sought for 
comparison. The methodology is summarised in Fig. 2. 

2.1. Parameters of the primary concentrator and the receiver tube 

The PTC selected for the study is detailed in Table 1. It is identical to 
the one currently in use at Energy Research Lab, TKM College of Engi-
neering, Kollam, Kerala, India. The PTC has a stainless steel concentrator 
and a bare receiver tube (copper). The original PTC is ideal for appli-
cations that requires a 5.5 kW heating system. The parameters of the 
parabolic trough and receiver tube of the PTC system used in this study 
are shown in Fig. 3. The PTC geometry is determined by the following 
parameters: a 70◦ rim angle and a 1 m focal length of the parabola 
without glass cover. 

The physical characteristics of the system are determined using the 
following equations [32]. 

The aperture of a parabola is a function of the focal length and rim 
angle as, 

Fig. 2. Summary of the procedure.  
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Wa = 4ftan
φr

2
(1)  

where the radius of the parabola at the rim angle corresponding to the 
focal length is 

rr =
2f

1 + cosφr
(2) 

The optimum diameter of the receiver tube can be related to the 
incident angle as, 

D = 2rrsinθm (3) 

However, Eq. (3) is valid for perfect reflectors without profile and 
fabrication errors. Furthermore, the equation assumes that the beam 
radiation hits normal (zero incidence angle) to the concentrator surface. 
Besides, considering the possible deformations of the 2.5 m long 
absorber tube with simple supporting structure, and the pressure losses 
at smaller absorber diameters, the commercially available absorber tube 
with 0.02665 m is considered for this study. With this, the geometric 
concentration ratio of the concentrator can be expressed as, 

Cc =
sin(φr)

πsin(θm)
=

WaL
πDL

(4)  

where θm is the half-angle subtended by the Sun on the Earth. 

2.2. Parameters of secondary reflector and design of experiment 

The absorber tube is positioned at the focal axis in conventional 
PTCs, as illustrated in Fig. 4b. Under ideal conditions, the entire 
concentrated radiations should be intercepted on the bottom periphery 
of the tube surface along the rim angle. However, in practice, because 
the top periphery is exposed to direct solar radiation, the receiver ex-
periences a non-uniform heat flux. When the absorber tube is positioned 
above the collector’s focal axis, the majority of the concentrated radi-
ations are intercepted by the tube’s small surface area, as illustrated in 
Fig. 4a. This increases the circumferential temperature gradient and, as a 
result, the thermal stress on the receiver tube [22]. When the absorber 
tube is positioned below the concentrator’s focal axis (see Fig. 4c), heat 
flux is distributed over a larger surface area, but a portion of the re-
flected radiations are lost. 

Typically, the intercept factor is used to estimate the concentrator’s 
imperfections. The intercept factor is defined as the ratio of solar inso-
lation intercepted by the receiver to that reflected by the collector 
(concentrator). The expression of the intercept factor for an absorber 
extends from A to B is given in Eq.(5) [33]. A small deviation of the 
receiver tube from the focal axis results in a larger change in the inter-
cept factor [34]. The intercept factor decreases as the deviation in-
creases when the receiver is mounted below the exact focal axis. 
However, by employing a secondary reflector, the majority of the 
escaped rays on the receiver tube are re-intercepted. A simple method of 
homogenising the heat flux over the periphery is to install the receiver 
tube below the focal axis of the primary collector and a secondary 

Table 1 
Physical parameter of the primary collector and receiver.  

Item Numerical value 

Aperture area of the collector 7 (m2) 
Aperture width (Wa) 2.8 (m) 
Collector length (L) 2.5 (m) 
Focal distance (f) 1 (m) 
Rim angle (φr) 70◦

Diameter of the receiver (D) 0.02665 (m) 
Thickness of the receiver 0.00165 (m) 
Geometric concentration ratio 33 
Receiver tube absorptivity 0.98 
Concentrator reflectivity 0.98  

Fig. 3. Parameters of a PTC.  

Fig. 4. Receiver tube positions (a) above focal axis (b) at the focal axis (c) below the focal axis.  

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of a PTC with secondary booster reflector.  
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reflector above the tube [35]. The schematic diagram of a PTC with a 
secondary booster reflector is shown in Fig. 5. 

Interceptfactor =

∫ B
A IR(R)dR

∫+∞
− ∞ IR(R)dR

(5)  

where R is the radius of the receiver in meters, and IR is the radiation 
reflected from the concentrator in W/m2. 

The design points are derived from a CCD with two factors and two 
levels. CCD is a collection of statistical and mathematical techniques for 
establishing a series of design points that will yield adequate response 
predictions. To begin, a geometric study is conducted to determine the 
minimum and maximum locations of the absorber tube (f ’) relative to 
the focal axis of the primary collector. Additionally, the study estab-
lishes the aperture (W-s) limits of the secondary reflector for the purpose 
of designing experiments to perform desired analyses. The absorber’s 
minimum distance from the primary reflector’s focal axis is determined 
by the position of the rays reflected from the outer edge of the aperture 
rendered tangential to the tube, as illustrated in Fig. 6a. The maximum 
limit is calculated by assuming that at least 50% of reflected rays 
intercept the receiver tube, as illustrated in Fig. 6b. The maximum and 
minimum values can be calculated using Eq. (5), which can be found in 
Fig. 6a and b. 

f ’ =
r

sinφrp
(6)  

where φrp = 70◦ for the minimum limit and φrp = 19.29◦ for the 
maximum limit for this configuration as obtained from the trigonom-
etry. The secondary reflector’s minimum width is limited by the diam-
eter of the receiver tube. The maximum aperture of the secondary 
reflector is limited to 5% of the aperture of the primary reflector, as a 
large secondary reflector width is superfluous and results in significant 
optical loss due to the shading effect. As illustrated in Table 2, these 
limits are used to design ray-tracing analyses to determine the secondary 
reflector’s effect on the distribution of heat flux around the receiver and 
total power. 

2.3. MCRT model of PTC 

Ray-tracing analysis is critical for the geometric and optical design of 
CSP systems because it affects their optical and thermal performance 
and enables more detailed test results with fewer experimental re-
quirements [36]. The MCRT method is an efficient approach for evalu-
ating the optical performance of concentrating solar collectors. Based on 
the collector configurations, as shown in Table 1 and receiver position 
(f’) and secondary reflector configurations (Ws) obtained through CCD 

(Table 3), thirteen design points are identified. 
The major challenge in the optical analysis of a solar-based system is 

identifying the optimum model for the Sun. Fig. 7 illustrates a com-
parison of normalised intensity as a function of angular displacement 
from the centre for the various sunshape models. The limb-darkened 
solar disc with circumsolar radiation produces the most realistic sun-
shape because it incorporates the effects of interaction with the Earth’s 
atmospheric particles. The Neumann and Buie models are the most 
frequently used limb-darkened solar disc models. 

Tonatiuh is a cutting-edge open-source ray-tracing software devel-
oped by Spain’s National Renewable Energy Centre (CENER) to design 
and analyse CSP systems. Tonatiuh provides the Buie sunshape, the most 
realistic and widely used model of the solar disc with limb-darkened 
limbs and circumsolar radiation [37]. The system’s geographical loca-
tion has no bearing on this model, which exhibits both axial and central 
symmetry. The distribution of the rate of energy per unit solid angle in a 
specified direction and per unit projected surface area normal to the 
specified direction can be calculated using this model [38] as, 

L̂Biue(θ) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

cos326(θ)
cos308(θ)

,∧0 ≤ θ ≤ θdisk

eκ ( 103θ
)γ
,∧θdisk < θ ≤ θaureole

(7)  

where θ is the radial angular displacement, κ and γ the functions of 
circumsolar ratio (χ) and are expressed as. 

γ = 2.2ln(0.52χ)χ0.43 − 0.1 (8)  

κ = 0.9ln(13.5χ)χ− 0.3 (9) 

In optical simulations, the annual averaged angular width of the 
solar disk is taken as θdisk ≈ 4.65 mrad, and the angular extent of the 
aureole considered is θaureole ≈ 43.6 mrad. 

In this investigation, the reflectivity of the primary and secondary 
concentrators and the absorptivity of the receiver are assumed to be 
0.98. Each ray tracing run considers samples of 2 million rays with an 
irradiance of 1 kW/m2. The rays are chosen based on the results of the 
ray independent test shown in Fig. 8. The number of rays used varies 
between 1000 and 10,000,000, and the MCRT analysis is performed 
accordingly. Using a log plot, the total power is plotted against the 
number of rays in Fig. 8. As can be seen, the total power varies by only 
0.05 percent beyond 2 million rays. 

2.3.1. Modelling paradigm 
Tonatiuh’s computational structure is based on two models: one for 

incoming solar radiation and another for the radiation’s interaction with 
the surface. The vector of the Sun’s direction is defined as a function of 

Fig. 6. Geometry to determine the location of the receiver tube (a) minimum limit, (b) maximum limit.  
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four variables: latitude, declination, hour angle, and solar azimuth 
angle. Geometrical optics is used to determine the interaction between 
the incoming radiation and the surface. In Tonatiuh, the input solar flux 
will be mathematically transformed into a probability density function. 
This is accomplished through the use of the MCRT algorithm. 

The optical modelling is carried out with the following assumptions:  

(i) Only direct radiation is considered.  
(ii) Buie sunshape is considered for modelling the Sunshape.  

(iii) Solar irradiation is considered as parallel beams.  
(iv) All the properties considered are independent of wavelength and 

beam direction.  
(v) The reflective surface considered are perfectly specular without 

any deformation.  
(vi) The tracking error of the receiver tube is not considered. 

2.4. Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) analysis 

The effect of heat flux distribution over the receiver and the heat 
transfer to the HTF has been numerically investigated by CFD analysis. 
Two 3D steady-state conjugate heat transfer CFD models are performed 
using the Ansys Fluent 2020 R1: one for the receiver without a sec-
ondary reflector and one for the receiver with a secondary reflector in 
the most desirable position. The following are the general governing 
equations for the incompressible HTF flow in the receiver tube [39]: 

Continuity equation 

∂uj

∂xi
= 0 (10) 

Momentum equation 

ρ
∂
(
uiuj

)

∂xi
=

∂
∂xj

[

− ρδij + μ
(

∂ui

∂xj
+

∂uj

∂xi

)]

+ ρgi (11) 

Energy equation 

ρ
∂
(
uiCpT

)

∂xi
−

∂
∂xj

(

λ
∂T
∂xj

)

= ST (12) 

ST represents the source term. Due to the incompressible nature and 
the absence of internal heat generation, the source term is considered 
zero. For the solid domain (the pipe), the first term in the energy 
equation is not relevant as it contributes to the convection of tempera-
ture. At the boundary nodes, the boundary heat flux contributes the 
source term. For modelling the effect of turbulence in HTF, two 
equation-based realisable k-ε turbulent models with standard wall 
function are used. This model solves for two equations, one for turbulent 
kinetic energy and another specific dissipation rate for evaluating the 
Reynolds stress terms. These equations are as follows: 

Turbulence kinetic energy (k) equation: 

ρ
∂
(
kuj

)

∂xj
=

∂
∂xj

[(

μ +
μt

σk

)
∂k
∂xj

]

+Gk − Yk + Sk (13) 

Specific dissipation (ε) equation: 

ρ
∂
(
εuj

)

∂xj
=

∂
∂xj

((

μ +
μt

σε

)
∂ε
∂xj

)

+Gε − Yε +Dε + Sε (14) 

The governing equations are discretised using the finite volume 
based Fluent solver. The 3D geometry representing the PTC receiver’s 
models are discretised for optimum grid sizes in Ansys Fluent meshing. 

Table 2 
Coded levels of experimental design.  

Factors Variables Unit Type Low coded High coded Low actual High actual 

A f ’ mm Numeric − 1 +1  14.2 42 
B W-s mm Numeric − 1 +1  26.650 140  

Table 3 
Experimental configurations for ray tracing.  

Exp. 
no. 

f ’(mm) W-s 
(mm) 

fp − f ’ 

(mm) 
φrs(rad) fs 

(mm) 
Ws 

(mm) 

1  14.2 140  985.8  1.05512568  60.071 70 
2  28.1 83.325  971.9  0.766543956  51.663 41.6625 
3  28.1 83.825  971.9  0.766543956  51.663 41.6625 
4  42.0 26.650  958.0  0.277101669  47.779 13.325 
5  14.2 83.325  985.8  0.95685326  40.167 41.6625 
6  28.1 26.650  971.9  0.384295257  34.246 13.325 
7  28.1 83.325  971.9  0.766543956  51.663 41.6625 
8  28.1 83.325  971.9  0.766543956  51.663 41.6625 
9  28.1 83.325  971.9  0.766543956  51.663 41.6625 
10  42.0 83.325  958.0  0.62981096  63.95 41.6625 
11  42.0 140  958.0  0.803741478  82.353 70 
12  28.1 140  971.9  0.917512604  70.864 70 
13  14.2 26.650  98.58  0.610375955  21.149 13.325  

Fig. 7. Comparison of different sunshapes used in optical simulation.  

Fig. 8. Ray independent study.  
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The Second-order Upwind scheme is used to discretise the convection 
term in all the equations mentioned above, while the least square 
gradient scheme is used to approximate the gradient terms. The coupled 
algorithm is used to solve the discrete equations. Water is used as the 
HTF, and copper is used as the material for the pipe. The fluid velocity of 
0.1 m/s and a temperature of 300 K is used as the inlet boundary con-
dition. Since the analyses are carried out at normal atmospheric pres-
sure, the useful working temperature of water is selected as 303–368 K. 
The outlet is set to be at a zero-pressure gradient and the operating 
pressure selected is the ambient pressure. The actual distribution of heat 
flux obtained through the MCRT analysis is converted to a profile file 
and applied as the receiver wall’s thermal boundary condition for the 
CFD analysis. The ambient temperature is taken as 300 K. 

Four different grid qualities selected are course grid, medium grid, 
fine grid and finer grid. A uniform heat flux of 33 kW/m2 and the 
temperature along the axial direction is assumed for the analysis. The 
energy losses happening from the solar irradiation to the useful heat 
gain in the receiver tube is categorized as either optical loss or thermal 
loss. Two distinct thermal loss modes that occur at the receiver tube are 
convection and radiation loss. Optical losses are due to the imperfections 
in the reflector surface and its geometry. It is typically estimated using 
the intercept factor, which represents the fraction of direct solar radia-
tion that reaches the receiver tube concerning the reflected radiation 
from the concentrator mirror. The various factors considered for 
providing the optical loss are given in Table 4. 

A user-defined function is developed to include the optical and 
thermal losses mentioned here. The CFD results have all the sources of 
losses applicable to the receiver tube without a cover tube. 

A fine mesh having 350 thousand elements is selected for the study. 
Fig. 9 shows the log plot for the fraction of deviation from the chosen 
grid with grid size tested. It is evident that the fine and finer grid’s de-
viation is insignificant compared to the computational cost. In contrast, 
the deviation is significant with medium and coarse meshes considered. 

2.5. Validation of the proposed models 

Due to the lack of measured flux distributions around the demon-
strative receiver tubes, the proposed methodology for ray tracing is 
validated using Jeter’s analytical model [7]. The receiver tube chosen in 
Jeter’s study has a geometrical concentration ratio of 20 and a 90◦ rim 
angle corresponding to LS2 and LS3. A uniform Sun with an angular 
radius of 7.5 mrad is assumed to be the source with a DNI of 1 kW/m2. 
The local concentration ratio (LCR) obtained from the ray-tracing 
analysis is plotted in Fig. 10 in relation to the angular location be-
tween 0 and 180◦. The figure clearly shows that a maximum deviation of 
1.15 percent exists beyond the angular location of 120◦. However, the 
deviation is negligible in places where the flux value is significant. 
Additionally, the current model overestimates the effect of shading 
when compared to the Jeter profile. 

Similarly, with the grid size selected, a CFD analysis is performed by 
varying the inlet velocity with the heat flux kept constant for verifying 
the validity of the CFD model. Three different inlet velocities (0.1 m/s, 
0.25 m/s and 0.5 m/s) are used to analyze the model. The velocities 
correspond to transition flow and turbulent flow. The results are then 
compared with Gnielinski modification of the Petukhov–Popov formula 

for Nusselt number as explained by Abraham et al. [40] and is presented 
in Table 5. The maximum deviation between the numerical analysis and 
correlation obtained is only 2.174%. The deviation is within an 
acceptable range. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Ray tracing and heat flux analysis 

The concentrator, receiver and secondary reflector parameters as 
illustrated in Tables 1 and 3 are used in the Tonatiuh simulations. 
Fig. 11a demonstrates the rays’ path reflected by the collector on the 
receiver tube when the tube is mounted at the focal axis. The bottom half 
of a conventional PTC’s receiver surface receives the concentrated ra-
diations, while the top half is subject to the direct solar beam. It can be 
seen from Fig. 11b that most of the lost rays that are not received on the 
receiver are re-reflected on the tube with the aid of the secondary 

Table 4 
Optical errors considered in the present study.  

Sl. no Parameter (λi) Numerical value 

1 Shadowing factor  0.97 
2 Tracking error  0.95 
3 Collector mirror imperfection  0.96 
4 Mirror cleanliness  0.93 
4 Miscellaneous factors  0.95 
5 Shading factor  0.96  

Fig. 9. Grid convergence test.  

Fig. 10. Comparison of LCR profile for a round receiver tube.  

Table 5 
Validation of numerical study.  

u (m/s) 0.1 0.25 0.5 

Re  2646.025  6615.0625  13230.125 
Nucalculated  15.88  55.1656  105.7268 
NuCFD  15.34  53.976  103.802 
% deviation  2.174  2.156  1.823  
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reflector when the tube is mounted below the focal axis. The heat flux 
distribution on the receiver tube’s outer surface without and with a 
secondary reflector is demonstrated in Fig. 12a and b, respectively. 

It can be observed that the circumferential distribution of radiation 
flux distribution around the receiver in the PTC without a secondary 
reflector (Fig. 12a) is exceptionally non-uniform with a large gradient. 
This non-uniformity in heat flux around the tube wall results in the re-
ceiver’s deflection, loss of vacuum and leading reasons for PTC failure 
[41]. On the other hand, the PTC with a secondary reflector can 
significantly improve the uniformity of heat flux distribution around the 
receiver with a small gradient, as shown in Fig. 12b. The maximum heat 
flux of the PTC with and without a secondary reflector is in the range of 
42 kW/m2 and 90 kW/m2, respectively. As per the design matrix 
generated by CCD, the ray-tracing numerical analyses are performed on 
each design point and is explained in the subsequent section. 

3.2. Development of model and statistical testing 

RSM is the collection of mathematical and statistical techniques such 
as predictive experimental design procedures, regression modelling 
techniques and optimisation methods. After the results obtained from 
MCRT runs, RSM is used for establishing an appropriate model through 

statistical analysis. The objective of RSM is to choose the most desirable 
receiver tube misalignment from the primary focal axis and the width of 
the secondary parabolic reflector based on the uniformity of heat flux 
and power output of the system. Uniformity is defined as the ratio of the 
standard deviation of the flux distribution to its mean value. Researchers 
found that RSM has a significant role in the design, development, and 
formulations of mathematical models as well as in the enhancements of 
current systems [42,43]. The eccentricity of the absorber tube from the 
focal axis of the primary reflector (f ’) and width of the secondary 
reflector (Ws) are the key parameters of the PTC system that determine 
the heat flux distribution and power output. The response surface 
analysis including four factorial points, four axial points and five repli-
cates at the central points as shown in Table 6 and is applied using 
central composite design to develop an empirical relationship for pre-
dicting heat flux distribution and power output. 

The stability of the model is tested by using ANOVA. Using the 
quadratic polynomial model, the final mathematical model for unifor-
mity and total power for the PTC-secondary reflector system obtained is 
as follows: 

Uniformity = 0.211873+ 0.028670f ’ − 0.000186Ws

+ 0.000027f ’Ws − 0.000312f ’2
+ 2.86362E − 07W2

s

(15)   

Fig. 11. PTC with concentrated radiations (a) without secondary reflector (b) with secondary reflector.  

Fig. 12. Radiation flux (W/m2) in receiver’s surface (a) without secondary 
reflector (b) with secondary reflector. 

Totalpower = 11.80149 − 0.503154f ’ − 0.001310Ws − 0.000123f ’Ws + 0.006254f ’2
− 4.56763E − 06W2

s + 1.57091E − 06f ’2Ws

+ 5.09967E − 07f ’W2
s − 6.63711E − 09f ’2W2

s

(16)   

Table 6 
CCD matrix and results for uniformity and total power.  

Run Factor 
1 

Factor 2 Response 1 Response 2 Average Heat flux 
(KW/m2) 

f ’(mm) Ws 

(mm) 
Uniformity Total Power 

(kW) 

1 14.2 70 0.592628 5.56027 0.7943 
2 28.1 41.6625 0.82163 2.33787 0.3339 
3 28.1 41.6625 0.81487 2.33918 0.3341 
4 42.0 13.325 0.887638 1.60674 0.2295 
5 14.2 41.6625 0.572282 5.69872 0.8141 
6 28.1 13.325 0.791166 2.51064 0.3586 
7 28.1 41.6625 0.822295 2.33832 0.3340 
8 28.1 41.6625 0.822464 2.33995 0.3342 
9 28.1 41.6625 0.822632 2.33896 0.3341 
10 42.0 41.6625 0.949518 1.42862 0.2041 
11 42.0 70 1.00475 1.28354 0.1833 
12 28.1 70 0.853023 2.19612 0.3137 
13 14.2 13.325 0.560564 5.84575 0.8351  
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The ANOVA result for uniformity is illustrated in Table 7. The de-
scriptions of the parameters related to this well-known statistical anal-
ysis tool can be found in the literature [44]. The results of the analysis 
show that factors such as A, B, A2, and the interaction factor A * B have 
significant effects in the response surface model of uniformity, where A 
and B represents f ’ and Ws, respectively. The F-value of 2707.44 and p- 
values of <0.001 from the uniformity model indicates the significant 
model terms. The lack of fit of 2.23 implies that the lack of fit is not 
substantial, and a non-significant lack of fit is good. 

Similarly, from the ANOVA results of the power output, the larger 
model F-value of 6.271E + 06 and the associated p-values below 0.05 
indicate statistical significance for the model terms for the overall power 
response. The mathematical equations developed can predict the uni-
formity of heat flux and power output of any PTCs. Fig. 13a and b 
illustrate the comparison of predicted results of uniformity and total 
power developed by the RSM with the Tonatiuh results. It is observed 
that there is an acceptable quantitative and qualitative conformity be-
tween predicted and Tonatiuh results. 

A confirmation ray-tracing study is also performed for the parame-
ters f′ = 29 mm and Ws = 83 mm, and the developed mathematical 
correlations [Eq. (15) and (16)] and the ray-tracing analysis results are 
compared, as shown in Table 8. It has been found that the percentage 
error for uniformity is − 0.257 and 1.91 for total power. Hence, the 
developed models can accurately predict the uniformity and power 

output of the PTC within the range of investigation. 

3.3. Parametric effects 

The individual effects of the receiver tube position (f ’) and width of 
the secondary reflector (Ws) on the uniformity of distribution of heat 
flux over the receiver tube is illustrated in Fig. 14. Uniformity close to 
zero implies a uniform heat flux distribution around the receiver tube. 
As shown in Fig. 14a, the receiver tube’s location to the primary re-
flector’s focal axis has more influence on the uniformity of heat flux 
distribution than the secondary reflector width (see Fig. 14b). Due to the 
receiver tube’s significant misalignment, the majority of reflected rays 
cannot reach the receiver. For the minor deviations of receiver tube 
locations, the secondary reflector can lead to a more uniform distribu-
tion of heat flux over the receiver tube’s entire periphery. It can be 
observed from Fig. 14a that the uniformity of heat flux distribution has 
improved up to 0.58, while it is 1.0836 for the PTC without secondary 
reflector, and thus, the achievable improvement factor on heat flux 
distribution is 1.868. 

The combined influence of the receiver tube position (f ’) and 
configuration of the secondary reflector (Ws) on the uniformity of dis-
tribution of heat flux over the receiver tube is demonstrated using the 
three-dimensional and contour response surfaces as shown in Fig. 15a 
and b, respectively. It can be seen that the heat flux distribution becomes 
non-homogenize when the receiver tube location from the focal axis 
increases with the increase in width of the secondary collector. Among 
the thirteen ray-tracing analyses conducted, the heat flux distribution of 
three configurations is depicted in Fig. 16. As shown in Fig. 16, the 
distribution of heat flux over the receiver tube periphery follows the 
same trend as illustrated in Fig. 15. The peak flux of a PTC without a 
secondary reflector is 90 kW/m2 (see Fig. 12a). And is reduced to 42 

Table 7 
ANOVA for uniformity.  

Source Sum of squares df Mean square F-value p-value  

Model  0.2286 5  0.0457  2708.44 <0.0001 Significant 
A-f’  0.2077 1  0.2077  12307.80 <0.0001  
B-Ws  0.0074 1  0.0074  439.76 <0.0001  
AB  0.0018 1  0.0018  107.14 <0.0001  
A2  0.0100 1  0.0100  594.49 <0.0001  
B2  2.337E-06 1  2.337E-06  0.1384 0.7208  
Residual  0.0001 7  0.0000    
Lack of Fit  0.0001 3  0.0000  2.23 0.2271 Not significant 
Pure Error  0.0000 4  0.0000    
Cor Total  0.2287 12      

Fig. 13. Experimental results and predicted values (a) uniformity (b) total power.  

Table 8 
Confirmation between experimental and predicted results.  

Response Experiment result Predicted result % error 

Uniformity  0.83461  0.83247  − 0.257 
Total power (kW)  2.2488  2.2066  1.91  
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kW/m2 with improved heat flux distribution, as seen in Fig. 16a. The 
peak heat flux reduction is 73.33%, which is higher than that reported 
by Reda and Abdelli (70.33%) [35]. The improvement factor of heat flux 
distribution achieved by Gong et al. [24] design is around two, but it is 
1.868 in the current study. Still, the present study uses a parabolic 
secondary reflector which is simple in construction and economical to 
incorporate with PTCs rather than the complex multi-parabolic reflector 
used by Gong et al. 

The individual effects of the receiver tube position (f ’) and config-
uration of the secondary reflector (Ws) on the power output are illus-
trated in Fig. 17a and b. Fig. 18a and b show the response surface and 
contour plots for the combined effect of parameters. The minimum 
reflector size and deviation of the receiver from the focal axis increase 
the power output of the system. A non-uniform illumination due to the 
significant deviation of the receiver tube position and the shading effect 
of a large secondary reflector on the primary reflector significantly re-
duces the PTC system’s output power. 

3.4. Response optimization 

A desirability function analysis is performed to identify the most 
desired parameters [45,46] that improve the uniformity in flux distri-
bution. Placing a secondary reflector above the tube will shadow a 
portion of the radiation from the primary reflector. This will lead to the 
reduction in total power received at the reflector. Eventually, a trade-off 

Fig. 14. Uniformity of heat flux distribution with (a) receiver tube position (b) width of the secondary reflector.  

Fig. 15. Interaction effect of receiver position and secondary reflector configuration on heat flux uniformity (a) response surface plot and (b) contour plot.  

Fig. 16. Distribution of heat flux when (a) f′ = 14.2 mm and Ws = 13.225 mm 
(b) f′ = 28.1 mm and Ws = 41.6625 mm (c) f′ = 42.0 mm and Ws = 70.0 mm. 
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is required to choose the desired parameters such that it has better 
uniformity with very less power loss. This necessitates the objective 
function (desirability function) with maximising the total power and to 
minimise the non-uniformity. The set of parameters corresponding to 
the maximum value of the overall desirability function, subjected to 
95% of total output power is identified and selected as the desirable PTC 
configurations. 

To minimise the gradient of heat flux without much effect on the 
total power, a desirability functional analysis is performed as mentioned 
above. The optimal level of absorber tube position and the secondary 
reflector width have been identified. The large flux gradient on the outer 
tube periphery is the major reason for PTC failures [9]. The optimal level 
could reduce the circumferential temperature difference on the receiver, 

Fig. 17. Effect of power output with (a) receiver tube position and (b) width of secondary collector.  

Fig. 18. Interaction effect of receiver position and secondary reflector configuration on power output (a) response surface plot and (b) contour plot.  

Table 9 
Objectives and constraints for the desirability of parameters and responses.  

Factor and response Goal Lower limit Upper limit 

Receiver location, f’ In range  14.2 42 
Width of sec. reflector, W_s In range  26.65 140 
Uniformity Minimize  0.560564 1.00475 
Power output Target » 5.5 kW  1.28354 5.84575  

Fig. 19. Response surface plot showing the desirable parameter values.  
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thereby improving the reliability and life cycle of the PTC. 
Table 9 gives the constraints for desirability for receiver tube posi-

tion and secondary reflector width. The results of RSM desirability are f’ 
= 15.278 mm and W_s = 26.650 mm and have optimal desirability of 
0.974, as depicted in Figs. 19 and 20. The desirability value closer to 
unity is considered to be the most desirable. 

3.5. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation 

A comparative analysis on the thermo-hydraulics of the PTC is per-
formed for the most desirable secondary reflector (Case-I) and the 

receiver tube without the secondary reflector (Case-II). In order to test 
for the worst operating condition, the receiver tube alone is considered 
without the glass cover with a wind velocity of 1 m/s. Fig. 21 depicts the 
heat flux distribution at the receiver tube’s surface without and with the 
secondary reflector, respectively, as obtained from MCRT analysis. This 
flux distribution is converted to a profile file and applied as the CFD 
analysis’s heat flux boundary condition. 

From Fig. 21, it is observed that the distribution of heat flux for case- 
II on the bottom side of the receiver is high, and in the upper half, it is 
null. This is due to most of the radiation reflected directly onto the 
bottom periphery of the receiver without re-reflection, which leads to 
the chances of the formation of local hot spots, thermal stresses and 
hence deformation of the tube. For Case-I, the heat flux distribution on 
the receiver tube becomes significantly uniform, and the flux gradient 
reduces. This enhanced heat flux distribution results from re-reflected 
radiations from the secondary reflector. It is also noted that the polar 
axis maximum value of the receiver with the secondary reflector is 50 
kW/m2, whereas it is almost 100 kW/m2 for the receiver without the 
secondary reflector, as depicted in Fig. 21. This implies that the use of 
additional reflectors can significantly reduce the peak flux intensity, 
which avoids the PTC failures due to the uneven heat flux distribution. 
Thus, the non-uniform distribution of heat flux can be kept at lower 
levels to ensure the longer service life of the receiver tube with a 
negligible reduction in fluid temperature. 

The temperature distribution on the surface of the receiver with a 
secondary reflector, as shown in Fig. 23, is considerably more uniform 
than that of a receiver without a secondary reflector (Fig. 22). A sig-
nificant reduction in the peak temperature of the wall can be seen from 
the study. This also signifies the reduction of heat loss from the receiver 
tube as the radiation loss is of the fourth power of temperature. 

The simulation results indicate that for the flow rate of 3 lpm, the 
peak temperature obtained at the surface of the receiver with a sec-
ondary reflector is 90.6 ◦C, and that of the receiver without the sec-
ondary reflector is 111 ◦C. The corresponding bulk mean temperatures 
of the fluid at the outlet are 65.8 ◦C and 68.8 ◦C, respectively. Even 
though the maximum wall temperature of the receiver tube with the 
secondary reflector is around 20 ◦C less than that of the receiver posi-
tioned at the actual focal axis without a reflector, the difference in bulk 

Fig. 20. Contour plots for desirability predictions (a) desirability, (b) uniformity, (c) total power.  

Fig. 21. Heat flux distribution (kW/m2) on the receiver tube’s surface without 
secondary reflector and with secondary reflector. 

Fig. 22. Temperature contour at different cross sections of the receiver tube without secondary reflector for 3 lpm.  
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mean temperature is only 3 ◦C. The same trend of improving the 
circumferential distribution of heat flux accompanied by a slight fluid 
temperature reduction was reported in the literature [9]. 

3.5.1. Comparative study of PTC with and without secondary reflector 
A detailed performance analysis is carried out to provide further 

insight into the influence of the secondary reflector on the heat flux 
distribution and efficiency of the PTC. The flow rate varies from 3 to 25 
lpm is considered for the present study. The temperature distribution 
around the receiver tube, maximum receiver surface temperature (Tsurf, 

max), bulk mean fluid temperature (Tm) at the outlet, and thermal effi-
ciency of the PTC with and without secondary reflector are investigated. 
Fig. 24 depicts the performance indices utilised in the comparative 
study. STD denotes the standard deviation of the temperature distribu-
tion around the receiver tube. This rating indicates the degree to which 
temperature is uniform. The receiver with a secondary reflector exhibits 
a more uniform temperature distribution at all flow rates evaluated. 

Additionally, as the flow rate increases, the STD value for the 
receiver with secondary reflector reduces significantly faster than for the 
receiver without the secondary reflector (Fig. 24a). At lower flow rate, 
the difference in peak surface temperature between the PTC without and 
with secondary reflector is 20 ◦C, whereas it is reduced to 12 ◦C for the 
higher flow rate as depicted in Fig. 24(b). This has the added benefit of 
minimising heat transfer losses from the receiver tube. This temperature 
differential reduces as the flow rate increases, but the 12 ◦C difference at 
the maximum design flow rate is significant. Due to the fact that the bulk 
mean temperature remains constant in both cases, the receiver with 
secondary reflector has a very slight increase in thermal efficiency 

(ηthermal) of about 0.05 percent (Fig. 24c). The thermal efficiency is 
determined by using Eq. (17). The increase in thermal efficiency is sig-
nificant in the case of PTCs with extremely long receiver tube sections, 
such as those used in thermal power plants. The most intriguing dis-
covery concerns the bulk mean temperature. 

ηthermal =
ṁCp(Tout − Tin)

qTotal
(17) 

The exergetic efficiency is also evaluated using the methodology 
detailed by Bellos et al. [47]. Here the exergy flow of the solar irradia-
tion is evaluated using the equation, 

Es = Qs

[

1 −
4
3

(
Tam

Tsun

)

+
1
3

(
Tam

Tsun

)4
]

(18)  

where Tsun, is the temperature of the sun, which is estimated as 5770 K, 
Qs , being the total heat available in Joules. The useful exergy output is 
calculated according the following equation, 

Eu = Qu − mCpTamln
(

Tout

Tin

)

− mTam
ΔP

ρwaterTwater
(19) 

Since the pressure drop for a length of 2.5 m as per the work is 
negligible, the third term in the right hand side is neglected. With this, 
the exergetic efficiency is evaluated as, ηex = Eu

Es
. A similar trend is ob-

tained for exergetic efficiency as for the thermal efficiency. For the case 
without secondary reflector, ηex, varies from 0.56 to 0.60 while for the 
case with secondary reflector it is 0.57–0.61 with the mass flux. The 
improvement in exergy efficiency is also marginal in the range of 0.1% 

Fig. 23. Temperature contour at different cross sections of the receiver tube with secondary reflector for 3 lpm.  

Fig. 24. Variation of the performance indices considered in the study.  
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at low mass flow rate and 0.05% at high mass flow rate. This behaviour 
is predictable from the results portrayed in the Fig. 24. 

Although the overall heat flux value is reduced by 6% due to the 
secondary reflector’s shade, the bulk mean temperature, which indicates 
the energy intensity of the water at the outlet, is consistent for both 
receivers. At a low flow rate of 3 lpm, the maximum temperature dif-
ference is 3 ◦C, while it is 0.25 ◦C at a maximum flow rate of 25 lpm 
(Fig. 24d). This is essentially trivial, given the variation between the two 
scenarios is only around 0.8 per cent. In reality, the receiver tube of a 
traditional PTC encountered severe non-uniform heat flux, resulting in 
the loss of a significant amount of the radiations. This radiation loss may 
further drop the outlet temperature of the convectional receiver down 
below that of the receiver tube’s HTF when a secondary reflector is used. 
Additionally, receiver deflection is a significant cause of PTC failures 
and affects the reliability and lifetime of the PTCs [9]. As a result, the 
design and application of a secondary reflector can be seen as a neces-
sary choice. 

4. Conclusions 

This paper investigates a new parabolic trough solar collector design 
strategy that uses a secondary parabolic reflector to homogenise the 
concentrated solar flux distribution on the receiver tube and achieve a 
uniform flux distribution with the appropriate total power. 

The following findings can be drawn from the current research.  

• By homogenising the flux distribution, secondary reflector parabolic 
trough collector systems can be configured to meet the required 
output power as well as the system’s prolonged service life. 

• The system’s performance is investigated by developing a compre-
hensive procedure that uses central composite design, Monte Carlo 
ray-tracing, response surface methodology, analysis of variance, and 
computational fluid dynamics to efficiently build the system with the 
most desirable parameters.  

• A uniformity value of 0.58 is attained with the secondary reflector in 
its most desired placement. It is 1.0836 for the receiver without a 
secondary reflector. The heat flux distribution is enhanced by a 
factor of 1.868.  

• The computational fluid dynamics analysis confirms that the heat 
transfer fluid’s average outlet temperature is not considerably 
affected despite reducing total power. Furthermore, because the flux 
is dispersed more evenly, the possibility of a hot spot, where the local 
peak temperature rises dramatically, is reduced. Peak surface tem-
perature can be decreased, and heat loss due to convection and ra-
diation can be considerably reduced by homogenising the flux.  

• The new design significantly improved the heat flux distribution of 
the receiver with comparable thermal efficiency.  

• Models for uniformity and power output have been developed that 
are independent of the primary collector and can be applied to any 
PTC.  

• This step-by-step technique introduces a new design approach for 
establishing the receiver tube position and secondary reflector 
configuration in order to achieve consistent heat flux distribution 
and solar collector power output.  

• The studies of parabolic trough collector with a secondary reflector 
described above are extremely useful in creating actual systems and 
providing a better knowledge of the design of optimum parabolic 
solar collectors. 
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